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(Shutterstock) SAN CLEMENTE, CA — A Chula Vista man was killed Saturday morning in a solo vehicle crash on ... according to the California Highway Patrol. The 28-year-old victim was driving ...
Man Ejected, Killed In San Clemente Rollover Crash
The future as we imagined it by watching science fiction movies could be closer than we believe. In particular, a project created in 2012 from a vision of entrepreneur Elon ...
Andrea La Mendola’s story, from movie sets to the future of transportation
There's a whole lot going on in Dallas restaurants right now, with what feels like a giant comeback from COVID-19. Let's remain optimistic that the pandemic keeps fading, and it ...
A frenzy of new openings make this Dallas restaurant news super fresh
Gavin Newsom says the work of recovery is not over, despite California ... a ban on non-essential travel for U.S. tourists this week, The New York Times reported. A bloc of E.U. nations are ...
Uber requires masks on rides, even for those who are vaccinated
The Carson City Board of Supervisors voted to revoke the business license of the owner of the Frontier Motel in Carson City during its Thursday’s meeting. The business license for the Frontier Motel ...
Business license for Carson City's Frontier Motel revoked, owner says some tenants 'fine with bedbugs'
The authors provide a summary of the individual and business highlights of the TCJA and a synopsis of how law firms have been impacted over the last three years. (9 minutes to read

2100 words) ...

Operating a Law Office under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
The singer led the city’s rock revival. As a supporter of the mayoral candidate Maya Wiley, he’s thinking much bigger.
Julian Casablancas Wants a Better New York
Those achievements eventually won him a full-tuition scholarship to Pomona College in California ... room than a primary care doctor for non-urgent conditions, and they experience ...
A Crisis of Undiagnosed Cancers Is Emerging in the Pandemic’s Second Year
His new album, Real Life Situations, opens up with a line from the 2002, The Weather Underground documentary, “There’s no way to be committed to non-violence ... fifth solo album is as ...
Juan Wauters Is Sifting Through Real Life Situations
A new report says the chance of a devastating wildfire puts nearly 610 billion dollars worth of property at risk in california. The non-partisan ... six-movement suite for solo piano, Haydn's ...
More Calls For Police Reform
In 1921 he had his first solo show in New York ... He expresses their non-being as well as their being. Rather cosmic is he not?” But while America laughed, Archipenko was the talk of the ...
History's Headlines: Art by Archipenko
Kathy Manning, a former immigration lawyer for nearly two decades, had recently decided to run for office when she turned on the TV — and listened to politicians ...
Former immigration lawyers aim to cut through political noise
After playing solo sets for small listening audiences alongside ... I painted a ton, wrote poetry and journaled non-stop, sometimes paired the pieces of my paint and poetry, but my most cherished ...
The Local 303: Colorado Artists We’re Featuring For June 2021
They include Manhattan grand jury, the most threatening legal investigation into the former president, E Jean Carroll and ... into an attempt to paddle solo from California to Hawaii after rough ...
First Thing: ‘Teflon Don no more’ as legal threats mount against Trump
Trinity Humel was also 2-for-2 with a three-run home run and a double, Allison Duboius was 3-for-4 at the plate with a solo ... Cal-Mum picked up the sweep over Bloomfield Monday in a pair of non ...
MONDAY SOFTBALL: Clark’s career day leads Batavia past Eastridge; Papp, Luckey keep Le Roy perfect.
Apple trial in Oakland, California, with the two companies facing ... a ton of attention for its $30 million prize pool, with the solo winner, 16-year-old Kyle “Bugha” Giersdorf, winning ...
Epic Games v. Apple Fortnite trial timeline: What we’ve learned so far
E. Chai Vasarhelyi and Jimmy Chin’s “Free Solo” won the people’s choice ... Yes, growing up in Southern California, Hill found solace on his board in skate parks. So for the past four ...
TIFF 2018: From the breakout films to star-studded interviews, full coverage of the Toronto International Film Festival
His University of Denver teammate Cal McCoy also hoisted a trophy in his ... A uniform, if you will. But Solem flies solo with his superstitious 'stache. "We won and I said I wasn't going to ...
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